Breath Alcohol Tester

Available through:

Alcohol Countermeasure Systems
60 International Boulevard
Toronto, Ontario M9W 6J2 CANADA
+1 416 619 3500
acs-corp.com

Designed in Canada by
Alcohol Countermeasure Systems Corp
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Warranty
All ACS breath alcohol testers are warranted to be free from
defects in workmanship and material for one year from the
date of purchase. Only qualified technicians should perform
maintenance on any breath alcohol tester.
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ACS, ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURE SYSTEMS, ALCOLAB, ALCOSIM and the “Molly”
are trademarks of Alcohol Countermeasure Systems (International) Inc. and are used
under license.

Convenient
to use,
designed
for safety

Sensor
Electrochemical
Specificity
Alcohol only; no response to
ketones or hydrocarbons

Convenient
Press Start on the 10 inch touch-screen, insert
a straw into the ALCOLAB testpoint port, blow
through the straw for five seconds and results
appear directly on the device screen. From start
to finish the ALCOLAB testpoint displays the
test result and provides a safety message in
less than 10 seconds.

Range of measurement
0 to 500 mg/dL
Time to ready
< 30 seconds

Secure

Breath sample taken with
standard drinking straw

10” touch
screen

Convenient
stand

The ALCOLAB testpoint is a sleek tablet
breathalyzer ideal for any function where alcohol
is served; it provides user‑friendly operation and
professional‑grade accuracy, allowing users to
confidently self-administer breath alcohol tests.

Innovative
The ALCOLAB testpoint features
industry‑leading technology and design.
Built for convenience, safety and accuracy,
the ALCOLAB testpoint features a compact,
lightweight, durable design –making testing
and promoting safe driving effortless. Easily
set-up at corporate events, parties, bars or
restaurants, the ALCOLAB testpoint is perfect
for any gathering where alcohol is served and
includes preset alcohol level limits based on the
selected location.

The ALCOLAB testpoint is customizable with
three levels of access: Owner, administrator
and operator. Users of each access level have
a personal profile and password, all activity is
easily monitored by the owner. Tamper proof
and secure with built-in Wi-Fi connectivity,
event login and logout times are recorded and
reports are stored locally on the device and
automatically emailed to the owner.

Analysis time
< 10 seconds
Recycle time
< 25 seconds
Accuracy
±5 at 50 mg/dL

Reliable

Display
10” touch screen

The ALCOLAB testpoint delivers
professional‑grade accuracy through its
electrochemical sensor; ensuring other
substances, such as cigarette smoke, will not
skew results. The ALCOLAB testpoint works
wirelessly to ensure smooth device operation
throughout an event.

Operating temperature
+10 °C to +40 °C
Operating voltage
110 - 240 volt AC

Configurable
Designed with event management professionals
in mind, the ALCOLAB testpoint displays
preset alcohol level limits based on the selected
location, and allows home screen customization
to suit specific events.

Use it anywhere
Airports, bars, casinos, colleges and
universities, construction sites, high schools,
hospitals, nightclubs, penitentiaries, restaurants
and sports arenas.

Other features
• Software upgrades are quick and
easy, upgrade notifications appear on
screen and occur automatically, no
need to send the testpoint back to the
manufacturer for upgrades
• Smudge free stainless steel
• Breathport lights up according to results
to indicate Pass, Warning or Fail

Calibration
ALCOSIM™ breath alcohol
simulator or equivalent
Dimensions
330 mm x 215 mm x 63 mm
Weight
2.5 kilograms

